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Spin exchange between a single-electron charged quantum dot and itinerant electrons leads to an
emergence of Kondo correlations. When the quantum dot is driven resonantly by weak laser light, the
resulting emission spectrum allows for a direct probe of these correlations. In the opposite limit of
vanishing exchange interaction and strong laser drive, the quantum dot exhibits coherent oscillations
between the single-spin and optically excited states. Here, we show that the interplay between strong
exchange and nonperturbative laser coupling leads to the formation of a new nonequilibrium quantumcorrelated state, characterized by the emergence of a laser-induced secondary spin screening cloud, and
examine the implications for the emission spectrum.
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Introduction.—Exchange interactions between a singly
occupied quantum dot (QD) and a fermionic bath (FB) of
itinerant electrons in the bulk lead to the formation of a
Kondo state jKi [1–3]. When this many-body ground state
is coupled by a laser field of vanishingly small Rabi
frequency  to an optically excited trion state jTi with
an additional QD electron-hole pair [see Fig. 1(a)], the
resulting emission spectrum at low FB temperatures T is
highly asymmetric [4,5]. Within the energy range defined
by Kondo temperature TK  T, the spectral line shape is
characterized by a power-law singularity. Anderson
orthogonality (AO) determines the corresponding noninteger exponent and precludes any coherent light scattering
in this limit. In the opposite limit of large  and vanishing
exchange interaction (TK ! 0), the emission spectrum
consists of a Mollow triplet and an additional -function
peak [6–8]. While the latter stems from coherent Rayleigh
scattering, the Mollow triplet originates from incoherent
transitions between dressed states which are superpositions
of the original excited trion and the singly charged ground
states.
In this Letter, we analyze the interplay between strong
exchange and nonperturbative laser couplings. By using a
combination of numerical and analytical techniques, we
find that the emission line shape for T    TK differs
drastically from both the above limits. We demonstrate the
emergence of a new quantum-correlated many-body state,
which is a laser-induced, coherent superposition of the
Kondo singlet state jKi and the trionic state jTi [see
Fig. 1(a)]. The Kondo state involves a spin 1=2 on the
dot, screened by a spin cloud in the FB which is formed
within distance / 1=TK from the dot, while the FB is trivial
in the bare trion state. The new quantum-correlated state is
0031-9007=13=111(15)=157402(5)

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Competition between tunnel and laser
coupling on the QD. While tunnel coupling favors a Kondo
singlet state correlated with the FB, laser coupling favors dressed
QD states. The characteristic energy scales are the Kondo temperature TK and Rabi frequency , respectively. (b) Schematic
plots of emission spectra SðÞ from the Rabi-Kondo model
Eq. (1) for E ¼ 0 and three characteristic choices for =TK .
For  ¼ 0, SðÞ shows a power-law divergence (left-hand panel).
With increasing laser intensity (  0, other two panels) it
transforms to a  peak at  ¼ 0 (thick arrows) and a broad
maximum at the (renormalized) Rabi frequency. (c),(d) NRG
results with power-law asymptotes denoted as dashed lines:
Log-log plot of the broad emission peak [Sð < 0Þ] (c), its
position jmax j (dots) and the -peak weight (circles) vs =TK
(d). We have confirmed similar results for the nonsymmetric case
"e  U=2 and U  Ue-h as long as ne" þ ne#  nh ’ 1.
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associated with the formation of an additional ‘‘secondary’’ screening cloud at larger distances that compensates
for the differences in local occupancies between jKi and
jTi. The secondary screening process is also of the Kondo
type, and sets in below a secondary Kondo temperature, the
renormalized Rabi frequency  / 4=3 . This new energy
scale manifests itself in the location of a broad peak in the
emission spectrum. The peak’s red and blue tails follow
power-law functions corresponding to the primary and
secondary Kondo correlations, respectively. The emergence of the secondary screening cloud coincides with
the recovery of the -function peak in the emission spectrum, with weight scaling as 2=3 . Measuring these effects
should be possible in a setting similar to the one recently
employed in Ref. [5]. There the effects of Kondo correlations on the absorption spectrum of self-assembled QDs
were measured in the limit  < T, and the ability to
resolve spectral features at T < TK was demonstrated.
Starting from this system one would need to increase the
laser power to reach  > T while measuring the resulting
resonance fluorescence spectrum, or, alternatively, employ
a continuous-wave laser pump-probe setup.
Model.—We consider a self-assembled QD in a semiconductor heterostructure, tunnel coupled to a FB. We
assume laser light propagating along the heterostructure
growth direction with right-handed circular polarization
L ¼ þ1 and a frequency !L close to the QD trion (X  )
resonance. We model the system by an excitonic Anderson
model [4,9] augmented by a nonperturbative laser-QD
interaction in the rotating wave approximation. We set @ ¼
kB ¼ 1 and assume zero magnetic field. Optical selection
rules imply that only the spin-down valence electron state
will be optically excited, leading to the generation of a
trion state involving a spin-up hole [Fig. 1(a)]. The spontaneous emission rate SE is assumed to be negligibly small
compared to all other energy scales. In the rotating frame,
the Hamiltonian, to be called the ‘‘Rabi-Kondo model,’’
thus reads
H¼

X


þ

ð"e  Ue-h n^ h Þn^ e þ Un^ e" n^ e# þ ð"h  !L Þn^ h

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
X
"k cyk ck þ =ðÞ ðey ck þ H:c:Þ
k

þ

ey# hy*

k

þ H:c:

(1)

The first line defines the QD Hamiltonian, where n^ e ¼
ey e , n^ h ¼ hy* h* , while ey and hy* are, respectively, creation operators for QD spin- electrons ( ¼" , # or 1)
and spin-up holes, "e and "h being the corresponding
energies. We account for intradot Coulomb interaction by
Ue-h > 0 and U > 0. To ensure a separated low-energy
subspace formed by the states in Fig. 1(a), the laser detuning from the bare QD transition, L ¼ !L  "e  U 
"h þ 2Ue-h , has to be small in the sense defined below.
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The second line of Eq. (1) models a noninteracting conduction band (the FB) of energies "k 2 ½D0 ; D0 , with
"F ¼ 0 and constant density of states   1=ð2D0 Þ per
spin, tunnel coupled to the QD’s e level, giving it a width
. We assume T    U ’ Ue-h  D0  "h ; !L and
investigate a situation where the QD carries one negative
charge on average, ne" þ ne#  nh ’ 1 [10]. The QD-laser
coupling of strength  [last term of Eq. (1)] connects the
trion and Kondo subspaces, with projectors PT ¼ n^ h or
PK ¼ 1  n^ h . When  ¼ 0, these subspaces have hole
and e-level occupancies nTh ¼ 1 and nTe ’ 1 or nK
h ¼0
’
1=2,
respectively,
and
ground
states
jTi
and
jKi
and nK
e
with energy difference E ¼ E0;T  E0;K .
Emission spectrum.—The emission spectrum at detuning  from the laser frequency !L is proportional to the
spectral function
X
SðÞ ¼ %m jhnjh* e# jmij2 ðEn  Em þ Þ;
(2)
n;m

where jmi and Em are eigenstates and eigenenergies of the
Rabi-Kondo model. We assume that spontaneous emission
has a negligible effect on the system’s steady state, which
is taken to be a thermal state in the rotating frame at the
temperature T of the solid state environment, %m ¼
Z1 eEm =T [9], and concentrate on T ¼ 0. To simplify
the discussion we will address mostly the E ¼ 0 case
below (achieved by properly tuning the laser frequency !L
to resonance), where the secondary screening effect is most
pronounced, and defer the treatment of finite E to the
Supplemental Material [9]. Figure 1(b) schematically summarizes the main features of typical numerical renormalization group (NRG) [11–13] results for the emission
spectrum in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d).
For   TK , no signatures of Kondo physics are
expected. The emission spectrum can be completely understood in terms of a dressed state ladder with the assumption
SE ¼ 0 and an intramanifold, FB-induced decay process
[14,15]. The spectrum has two peaks: a broad peak at
jmax j ¼ 2 and a  peak at  ¼ 0, both with equal weight
0.25 [see Fig. 1(b), blue line].
The situation is much more interesting for the Kondodominated regime,   TK , which we consider henceforth. Here one might attempt to treat the QD-laser
coupling [last term in Eq. (1)] as a perturbation. This would
yield a spectrum that is essentially the same as the  ¼ 0
spectrum calculated in Ref. [4]. However, we will show
momentarily that this is correct only if the frequency jj is
larger than a new energy scale   TK .
Effective model.—In order to understand this restriction
on the perturbative treatment of the QD-laser coupling, as
well as to derive the low-frequency behavior, we introduce
an effective Hamiltonian H0 , which captures the essential
physics of H in the entire regime jj < TK . It can be
thought of as the result of integrating out the degrees of
freedom in the Rabi-Kondo model H with energies larger
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than TK . We can concentrate on just two states of the QD
together with the surrounding FB degrees of freedom: the
Kondo singlet state restricted (subscript r) to a FB region
of screening cloud size & 1=TK , jKir , and the trion state
jTir , with no screening cloud. We thus replace the QD and
the nearby degrees of freedom of the FB by a two level
system (TLS) whose 0z ¼ 1 (0i being the Pauli matrices) eigenstates correspond to the jTir and jKir , respectively. These are coupled by the laser and are split in
energy. Furthermore, the outer electrons with energies
&TK experience different scattering phase shifts depending on the state of the TLS. Taking jKir as reference state
relative to which phase shifts are measured, we have
T
K
 ¼ 0 and, by the Friedel sum rule [16],  ¼  ,
T
K
where  ¼ ðne  # Þ  ne ¼ =2 is the total dot
charge difference per spin between jTir and jKir . All this
is captured by the following Hamiltonian:
H0 ¼

X

0
0 0
"0k c0y
k ck þ  x þ

k

X
E0 0
0
z þ P0T
U0 c0y
k ck0  :
2
;k;k0
(3)

The first term describes the FB degrees of freedom
whose distance from the QD is larger than 1=TK , corresponding to a reduced half-bandwidth D00  TK . The
second term describes optical excitations, with 0 ¼
r hKjh* e# jTir / . The third term is the detuning, E0 ¼
E [17]. Finally, the last term accounts for the scattering of
the FB electrons by the TLS, where P0T ¼ ð1 þ 0z Þ=2 is a
projector onto the trion sector. To reproduce the phase
shifts mentioned above, we choose U0 equal to  times
a large positive numerical value (D00 ) which satisfies
0 U0 ¼  tanð Þ. NRG energy flow diagrams confirm that H 0 is a good description of the system below TK
[9]. For jj < TK , the emission spectrum SðÞ for the RabiKondo model is reproduced qualitatively by S0 ðÞ computed as in Eq. (2), with H 0 and 0 replacing H and h* e# ,
respectively, [9].
Intermediate-frequency behavior and emergence of a
new energy scale.—To lowest order in 0 , the behavior
of S0 ðÞ is governed by the AO between the TLS states jKir
and jTir , caused by the difference in phase shifts the FB
electrons experience in the two states. The spectrum thus
0
behaves as a power law, S0 ðÞ  jj2x 1 , with AO
T 2
2
K
T 2
2
exponent 20x ¼ ½K
"  "  = þ ½#  #  = ¼ 1=2
[13,18], in agreement with the  ¼ 0 results of Ref. [4].
This implies that the hybridization operator 0x has a scaling dimension 0x ¼ 1=4 < 1 and is thus a relevant perturbation near the fixed point 0 ¼ 0. Thus the leading-order
renormalization group flow equation for 0 as one
decreases the cutoff D0 from its bare value D00 is [19]
D0

 
d 0
0
¼ ð0x  1Þ 0 :
0
0
dD D
D

(4)
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The dimensionless coupling 0 =D0 therefore grows and
becomes of order 1 when the cutoff reaches the scale
 0 1=ð10 Þ
 4=3
x


 ¼ D00 0
 TK
 TK :
(5)
TK
D0
Hence, one may treat the term 0 0x [corresponding to the
last term in Eq. (1)] as a perturbation only if jj   . The
power law SðÞ  jj1=2 thus applies at intermediate
frequencies,   jj  TK . The power-law divergence
of the spectrum is cut off around jj   [13], resulting in
a maximum in the spectrum at this scale, as confirmed by
the NRG data shown in Fig. 1. The emergence of this new
energy scale is one of our central results. At low frequencies, jj   , the physics is governed by a new fixed
point, which we now discuss.
Secondary Kondo screening.—To understand this new
fixed point we formally argue below that H0 can be mapped
onto the anisotropic Kondo model. This ‘‘secondary’’
Kondo model should not be confused with the original
‘‘primary’’ isotropic Kondo model for the QD spin. The
role of the secondary Kondo temperature is played by  ;
at energies below  , the original system flows to a strongcoupling fixed point featuring strong hybridization of
Kondo and trion sectors, as confirmed by NRG level-flow
data [9]. The low-energy behavior is universal when
energies are measured in units of  .
One of the predictions of this secondary Kondo picture is
that the ground state of H for   TK and E ¼ 0 is an
equal-amplitude superposition of the Kondo and trion
states, with some secondary screening cloud, whose distance from the QD is larger than the primary Kondo length
/ 1=TK . To understand this nested screening cloud structure, consider jKi (ground state for  ¼ 0, E > 0) as a
reference state where the QD valence levels are filled and
its conduction levels carry half an electron of each spin.
Since the total spin is zero, the correlation function
between the QD spin and the total FB spin is hSzQD SzFB i ¼
hSzQD ðSzFB þ SzQD Þi  hðSzQD Þ2 i ¼ hðSzQD Þ2 i ¼ 1=4. This
implies that when projecting into the subspace with spin-up
(spin-down) in the QD, the FB has a net additional single
spin-down (spin-up) electron [20] within a screening cloud
up to a distance / 1=TK from the QD [indicated by ellipses
in Fig. 2(a)]. If, on the other hand,  ¼ 0 but E < 0, the
system is in the trion state jTi with two QD electrons and a
spin-up hole, and no screening cloud [Fig. 2(b)]. The
absorbed L ¼ þ1 photon induces a change in QD charge
per spin of  , thus causing the phase shifts T ¼ =2
with respect to the reference state, as mentioned above.
Turning on the laser source , when E ¼ 0, the ground
state is an equal-amplitudes superposition of the Kondo and
trion states (hPT i ¼ hPK i ¼ 1=2), as depicted in Fig. 2(c).
In analogy with the screening of a QD spin in a Kondo
singlet, the FB screens the spin configurations of the jTir
and jKir states, which, respectively, have spin =4 or
=4 with respect to their mutual average of =4, by
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FIG. 2 (color online). NRG results for the Rabi-Kondo model
Eq. (1). Distribution of magnetization n";m  n#;m along the
Wilson chain, obtained after acting with QD projectors
(a) PK; ¼ PK n^ e; ð1  n^ e; Þ and (b) PT , for =TK ¼ 104
and E ¼ 0 at T ¼ 2 1014 D0 (corresponding to the energy
scale of Wilson site mT ¼ 68). Even-odd oscillations have been
averaged out. The QD is represented by site zero. In (a), the
Kondo state, restricted to a region of size & 1=TK (subscript r),
approximately jKir / j "ijFB# ir  j #ijFB" ir , features a singlet
configuration with FB magnetization opposite to that of the QD
(left dip or peak structure). In (b) the jTir trivial FB configuration appears within the same length scale. The presence of a laser
( > 0) combines the states jKir and jTir into a new ground
state shown in (c), where FB states jFB0:5 i carry a magnetization of half a spin  at distance 1= [peak in (a), dip in (b)].
The spin orientation of this secondary screening cloud is controlled by the laser polarization L ¼ þ1.

creating FB spin configurations with an opposite spin of
=4 or =4 (i.e., half an electron spin) within distance
1= of the QD, respectively, [21]. This nested screening cloud indeed appears in the NRG results in Fig. 2,
further confirming our effective low-energy description.
Low-frequency behavior and  peak.—To derive the
low-frequency behavior of the spectrum, as well as the
appearance of the elastic  peak mentioned in the introduction, we make the notion of ‘‘secondary Kondo effect’’ more
precise. This can be done formally by transforming H 0 into a
secondary Kondo model in two stages: (i) Upon bosonization of the FB [22] H 0 becomes the spin-boson model with
Ohmic dissipation [23,24], the basic idea behind this mapping being that the low-lying particle-hole excitations of the
FB are bosonic in nature, with a linear (Ohmic) density of
states, and (ii) the spin-boson model can be mapped onto the
anisotropic Kondo model [1,2]:
HK0 ¼ ivF

X Z

dx c y ðxÞ@x c  ðxÞ þ

¼";#

þ

Jxy 0 0
S s ð0Þ þ H:c:  Ez S0z ;
2  þ

Jz 0 0
S s ð0Þ
2 z z
(6)
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where vF ¼ 1=ð0 Þ is the Fermi velocity, S0i are the components of the secondary Kondo impurity spin, and s0i ð0Þ ¼
P
y 0 c 0 ð0Þ=2 ( being the Pauli matrices)

i
;0 c  ð0Þ i
are the FB spin density components in the vicinity of
the impurity. Under this mapping 0z ¼ 2S0z (hence,
Ez / E0 ), but 0þ ! S0þ s0 ð0Þ.
One can now use known results on HK0 to find the lowfrequency (jj   ) behavior of the emission spectrum
of H 0 . By the above mapping S0 ðÞ is proportional to the
spectral function of the retarded correlator of S0þ s0 ð0Þ with
its conjugate in HK0 . Since the anisotropic antiferromagnetic Kondo problem flows to the same strong-coupling
fixed point as the isotropic version, the calculation of lowfrequency power-law exponents can be done in the isotropic case Jz ¼ Jxy , where the S0þ s0 ð0Þ correlator can be
replaced by the S0z s0z ð0Þ correlator. At low energies, after
the impurity spin is screened by the FB, S0z s0z ð0Þ can be
replaced by the square of the local density of the z component of the electronic spin, which is a four-fermion operator. Thus, if the effective magnetic field vanishes,
Ez ¼ 0, its correlation function scales at long times
(t > 1= ) as t4 , leading to a jj3 low-frequency
behavior of the corresponding spectral function. The
same then applies to Sð0Þ ðÞ in the regime jj   . This
is indeed the behavior of the NRG results, cf. Fig. 1(c) and
Ref. [9].
The above picture leads to another implication for the
spectrum: Since the relevant perturbation 0 0x strongly
hybridizes, and thus cuts off the AO between the jKi and
jTi states at energy scales smaller than  [13], a Dirac 
peak is now allowed to appear in the spectrum at  ¼ 0. By
the definition of S0 ðÞ, its weight is weight ¼ jh0x ij2 . Since
 is the only low-energy scale, we expect that 0 h0x i /
 / 04=3 . Hence, h0x i / 01=3 / 1=3 , leading to
weight / 2=3 , which is in excellent agreement with the
NRG results, Fig. 1(d) [25,26].
Conclusions.—Laser excitation of a QD in the Kondo
regime leads to a new correlated state featuring a nested
spin screening cloud in the FB (Fig. 2) and gives rise to a
specific double-peaked emission line shape (Fig. 1): (i) a
broad peak centered at a renormalized Rabi frequency 
[Eq. (5)], with a jj1=2 red tail, resulting from the AO
between ground and postemission states resembling jTi
and jKi at length scales  1= . A Fermi-liquid-type blue
tail stems from the cutoff of the AO by the relevant Rabi
coupling, as ground and postemission states share a ‘‘common’’ FB configuration at length scales  1= due to the
secondary screening cloud. (ii) This common FB region
leads to a  peak at  ¼ 0 with weight / 2=3 . The 
dependence of the coherent Rayleigh scattering strength in
the presence of a finite spontaneous emission rate SE
remains an open question.
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